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TIMES OF MINIMUM OF ECLIPSING BINARIES FROM ROTSE1 CCDDATA, II: SUSPECTED AND RECENTLY NAMED VARIABLESDIETHELM, R.BBSAG and Astron. Institut der Universit�at Basel, Rennweg 1, CH{4118 Rodersdorf, Switzerlande-mail: diethelm�astro.unibas.h
In the �rst part of a series of papers (Diethelm, 2001), we have reported the timingsof minimum light of known elipsing binaries extrated from ROTSE-1 (Roboti OptialTransient Searh Experiment 1) survey data, as reported in Akerlof et al. (2000). The orig-inal measurements are publily available through the internet (http://www.umih.edu/~rotse).In Table 1 of this seond paper in the series, the derived timings are presented forthe suspeted and reently named variables aording to the New Catalogue of SuspetedVariable Stars (NSV). In eah ase, the data have been folded into a seasonal lighturve using the ROTSE1 period value or the reently published elements of variation (seeremarks on individual stars below). The time of minimum was then found with the helpof the Kwee{Van Woerden algorithm (Kwee and Van Woerden, 1956).

Table 1: Times of minimum of elipsing binaries
Star Type JD(hel,min) est. errorof min. (days)ROTSE1 J124337.15+384415.1 = GSC3021.2642 p 2451305.7378 0.0007s 2451306.8821 0.0004ROTSE1 J125241.77+261637.4 = GSC1995.2249 p 2451277.8543 0.0014s 2451288.8720 0.0015ROTSE1 J131759.92+300801.0 = GSC2535.670 s 2451260.8492 0.0001p 2451275.7062 0.0004ROTSE1 J134651.80+225714.7 = GSC1999.518 p 2451260.7047 0.0007s 2451286.8695 0.0007ROTSE1 J181210.81+305512.9 = GSC2622.1151 p 2451259.8761 0.0017ROTSE1 J184241.47+452902.9 = GSC3527.1195 s 2451304.860 0.002p 2451312.864 0.002
Remarks on individual variables:ROTSE1 J124337.15+384415.1 = NSV5904 = GSC3021.2642 = WR125: Very re-ently, Vandenbroere et al. (2001) have reported a omplete CCD light urve of this EW
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type elipsing binary. Our minima �t their elements of variation well (O � C = �0:0030and �0:0028 days).ROTSE1 J125241.77+261637.4 = NSV19516 = GSC1995.2249: This elipsing binaryis of the EB type (mp = 10:74; ms = 10:68). The maximum following the primaryminimum is slightly brighter (10.53 mag) than the one following the seondary (10:m55).ROTSE1 J131759.92+300801.0 = NSV6177 = SVS 1257 = GSC2535.670 = LL Com:During the ourse of this work, we beame aware of the fat, that this EB type variable hasalready been investigated (Frank et al., 1996) and given a oÆial name (LL Com). Theminima reported in Table 1 yield O � C values of +0.0439 and +0.0386 days in respetto the elements of variation given by Frank et al. (1996), indiating the neessity of aslight orretion to their period (new value: 0.4069125 days), in good agreement with theperiod reported by the ROTSE team. We have also used the photographi data from thepaper in whih the variability of SVS 1257 was announed (Kurohkin, 1959) to deduetimes of minimum light. These turn out to be: JDH2434127.370(2), JDH2435540.545(2)and JDH2435929.531(5), all of whih are timing of primary minima. Sine we have noadditional timings in the large time gap between these measurements and our urrentdata, no re�nement of the period value is possible.ROTSE1 J134651.80+225714.7 = GSC1999.518 = S 8090: This variable is of the EWtype with deep minima (13:m1{13:m8) and a rather short period (0:d241168 days)ROTSE1 J181210.81+305512.9 = NSV10369 = GSC2622.1151 = S 8606: A lose in-spetion of the ROTSE light urve made it plausible, that the value of the period hasto be doubled to 1.123874 days. Although no observations around the phase of the se-ondary minimum are available, we are on�dent that this interpretation is orret. We�nd this variable to be an Algol type elipsing binary with a primary minimum lastingfor D = 0:p18 = 0:d19 with an amplitude of 0:m65 (12.65{13.3).ROTSE1 J184241.47+452902.9 = NSV11259 = GSC3527.1195 = S 9326: This is an-other lose binary of the EW type.We would like to express our gratitude towards the ROTSE team for making theirdata available to the general publi. In addition, the ross-referene table provided byB. Ski� through M. Baldwin of the AAVSO is thankfully aknowledged. It proved to bevery helpful for the identi�ation of the ROTSE soures.
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